


 The Pro Concordia Labor flag (“I work for Peace” or even more 
accurately, “I work for Harmony”) – the rich symbolism of which is described 
opposite this page –  was designed in 1897 by Countess Cora di Brazzà (1862-
1944).  Di Brazzà appreciated the power of visual symbols and recognized 
that peace workers lacked a single image that represented their work. She 
created a flag with the colors of yellow, purple and white because no nation’s 
flag used this color combination.  The flag is a unique visual representation 
of the values that motivate cosmopolitan work, namely “the cementing of the 
loving bonds of universal brotherhood without respect to creed, nationality 
or color.”  The distinctive colors made it impossible for one to confuse the flag 
with another nation’s flag, and the flag symbolizes that notion that cosmopol-
itan values transcend national identities.
 E.C. Warriner (1866-1945), the 4th President of Central Michigan 
University (CMU) from 1918-1939, was actively involved in the pre-WWI 
Peace Movement to which the Pro Concordia Labor flag is connected.  On Oc-
tober 28, 1910, when he was Superintendent of Saginaw Public Schools, War-
riner organized the Michigan branch of the American School Peace League 
(ASPL). Charles Grawn, CMU’s 3rd president, served as Vice President of 
the ASPL. The ASPL was a national network of public school teachers, ad-
ministrators and students who were committed to education about the ‘peace 
through law’ movement and the emerging international legal machinery cre-
ated to eliminate armed conflict.  The ASPL sponsored national essay compe-
titions, distributed peace education curricula, and supplied materials for the 
celebration of Peace Day, May 18, which was recognized because it was the 
day on which the 1899 Hague Peace Conference opened.  Throughout WW1 
and as President of CMU, E.C. Warriner remained actively involved in the 
Peace Movement.  In 1923, his CMU commencement address was entitled 
“The Outlook for Peace.”
 Central Michigan University first raised the Peace Flag in front of 
Warriner Hall in May 2015.  It continued that tradition on May 18, 2016 in 
commemoration of Peace Day.  In 2017, CMU raises the flag on April 7 to 
commemorate the centenary of the U.S. entry into World War I - which was 
supposed to “end all wars.”  Ironically, the Conscription Act, which drafted 
American men into World War 1, was enacted on May 18, 1917.  This un-
doubtedly helped to erase the memory of Peace Day and the pre-WWI Peace 
Movement.  Raising the flag helps us to excavate that history and bring it 
from darkness into light.  The raising of the flag on April 7, 2017 also com-
memorates the 23rd anniversary of the Rwandan genocide, which began on 
April 7, 1994 and lasted for three tragic months.  The Rwandan genocide 
was a watershed moment which further developed the peace through law 
movement including the maturation of jurisprudence connected to the crime 
of genocide, and the creation of the International Criminal Court.  We raise 
the flag to remember these things, and to pay heed to international lawyer 
Rafael Lemkin (1900-1959) who said:  “the function of memory is not only to 
register past events, but to stimulate human conscience.”  



The Symbolism of the Peace Flag.*
_____________

 The Tricolor, like the triangle, is emblematic of liberty, unity 
and fraternity, as the Three throughout all time has stood in religion for 
Divine Love, Absolute Wisdom, Universal Harmony and in nature for Air, 
Earth and Water.
 The flag, therefore, which symbolizes all these must be a tricol-
or, composed of yellow, purple and white.  Yellow, because this is the col-
or of active love, of energy, and of creative paternal force, attributes of the 
sunlight, ripeness and plenty.  Purple, because this is the color of triumph 
achieved through constancy, self sacrifice and perseverance, which are fem-
inine or maternal attributes.  White, because this is the color of innocence 
and purity, attributes of the young and inexperienced.
 These emblematic colors are so placed as to illustrate the develop-
ment of humanity.    Bertha von Suttner, the most famous peace worker of di 
Brazzà’s time and who inspired Alfred Nobel to create his Peace Prize, spoke 
often of the spiritual development of humanity.  “Humanity develops up-
ward,” she said, and “we are called to hasten the development of a higher and 
more fortunate type of human being.”  The Pro Concordia Labor flag symbol-
ically represents these sentiments. The child spirit (White) first appears sus-
tained by the mother spirit (Purple), for the innocent must learn through 
patient teaching and that self-sacrificing spirit which mediates between the 
weak and the strong.  Tender endurance (Purple) creates the hearth and 
the family ideals.  It is therefore worthy to carry the emblems of aspiration, 
the crest of Universal Peace; while the paternal element (Yellow), with its 
power and will, holds humanity to the blue staff of promise and fidelity of 
purpose.  
 The Star of Destiny caps the flagstaff and occupies the exalted po-
sition in the crest upon the central field of the flag.  The soaring wings of a 
dove sustain the hands of a man and a woman, clasped above the shield,. 
This represents the insight that the task of developing humanity and creating 
a peaceful world must be a joint venture undertaken by both men and wom-
en who labor for these goals together.  
 When Susan B. Anthony commented on the flag in 1897, she ob-
served the flag’s connection to the profound relationship between one’s “in-
ner world” and peace work. As she lay her hand on her breast, Anthony noted 
that “the first person to begin this work of peace is right here.” Countess di 
Brazzà not only agreed with this, she created a personal tool to assist the 
individual in undertaking this personal peace work.  The “Universal Peace 
Badge” consists of the clasped hands, the wings and the star of the crest 
made in metal.  This forms a pin to support a yellow ribbon for the men, 
purple for the women, or white for the children.   To learn more about the 
Universal Peace Badge visit:

proconcordialabor.com/badge
 



The Seven Rules of Harmony.
_____________

In addition to designing the Pro Concordia Labor flag and the Universal Peace 
Badge, Countess di Brazzà also formulated the The Seven Rules of Harmo-
ny.   These rules provide concrete guidance to individuals who wish to under-
take the work of peace.  First presented in 1897 by delegates from the Universal 
Peace Union to the first National Congress of Mothers (held in Washington, 
D.C., USA in February 1897), these rules were widely disseminated that year 
and especially recommended to the consideration of parents, guardians and 
teachers because they were in a position to teach the rules to children.  But the 
rules are no mere child’s play.  When taken seriously, they have the power to 
open latent channels of compassion and direct those channels to the progres-
sive reform work of an activist.  They are printed below for your convenience:

1. Make the sacred spirit of peace a living power in your life, and con-
tribute all possible time, thought and money to its diffusion.

2. Never listen, without protest, to insinuations, vituperations or 
unjust accusations against the members of your family and your fel-
low-citizens.

3. Seek to understand the spirit of the national laws, and to obey 
those which exist; and to interest yourself fervently for the modifi-
cation of all those which you consider tyrannize uselessly over any 
class of fellow citizens.

4. Dedicate your thought and use your influence to develop the na-
tional and patriotic spirit, and do not criticize without purpose the 
administration of the family and of the nation.

5. Treat all birds and beasts, and all existences of the animal and 
vegetable world, with justice and gentleness.  Do not destroy, save 
for self-preservation, and for the protection of the weak. Instead, 
make it your object to plant, to nourish and to propagate all that 
will lead to the moral and physical amelioration of the family, the 
home and the nation.

6. Teach your children and your dependents what you may learn with 
regard to justice and peace, and seek to develop in them sentiments 
of harmony.

7. Seek each day to utter some work or perform some little action 
which may promote the cause of peace, whether at home or abroad.
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